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FACTSHEET
Welcome to the inaugural edition of the 
Empowerment Factsheet for 2024!
This year, our focus is on advancing loan recovery and repayment to sustain our 
mission. The Commission made a strategic decision not to call for new applications, 
prioritising the clearing of backlog from 2022 and 2023 for enhanced service delivery. 
We understand the importance of patience during this process and urge applicants to 
utilise our provincial offices for updates.
Amidst challenges, let’s draw inspiration from success stories within our community. 
Each triumph highlights the transformative impact of economic empowerment. 
Together, let’s continue striving towards a future where every Zambian with a viable 
business idea can have a slice of the empowerment cake.

Thank you for your unwavering support.
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In an inspiring handover ceremony, the Citizens Economic Empowerment Commission (CEEC) handed over 
farming equipment to successful applicant under the agricultural mechanisation loan product.

The loan product is a significant step towards Zambia’s agricultural and economic advancement targeting farmers 
from different parts of the country.

During the handover of ten tractor set which include planters, boom sprayers, disk tray, disk harrow, plough and 
shellers, CEEC Director General Dr. Muwe Mungule the Commission introduced the agricultural mechanisation 
loan product as a response to the urgent need for access to affordable financing in the agriculture sector in the 
country.

Dr. Mungule the transformative loan product is aimed at revolutionising the sector through boosting the capacities 
of farmers. Adding that the product is also in alignment with the country’s 8th National Development Plan and the 
National Agricultural Mechanisation Strategy, whose aim is to elevate Zambia’s agricultural potential, leading to 
increased exports, job creation and significant contributions to national economy.

And Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Small and Medium Enterprise Development (MSMED), Mrs. Subeta Mutelo 
called on the famers to triple their productivity and generate the much-needed jobs and wealth.

Mrs. Mutelo said Government through her Ministry and CEEC will continue to ensure that MSMEs have alternative 
sources of financing as capital to grow their businesses.

She urged the beneficiaries to diligently utilise the equipment – valued at K15million - and reminded them that 
they have the responsibility of paying back the loan to ensure that other citizens also benefit from CEEC programs.
CEEC has in the last year supported 60 beneficiaries nationwide with agricultural mechanisation loans totaling 
an impressive K66.2 million. This investment demonstrates the Commission’s dedication to transitioning from 
traditional to modern farming methods, ultimately aiming to significantly increase yield per hectare for smallholder 
Zambian farmers.

Geared for Mechanized Agriculture in Zambia 

Figure 1 MSMED PS, Mrs. Subeta Mutelo test-driving one of the 
tractors handed over to recipients.

Figure 2 Part of the equipment handed over including ten tractor 
sets with planters, boom sprayers, dick tray, disk harrow, plough 
and shellers.
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In its quest to expand operations, Chengelo School of Nursing in Kasama district, Northern Province, applied for 
support from the Commission. The successful application and subsequent disbursement of the business loan has 
today enabled the realization of the dream.
Through CEEC support, the school has built hostel blocks to accommodate more than 300 student nurses, procured 
equipment for its skills laboratory and completed the construction of a modern lecture theatre that has led to the 
production of 589 graduate nurses who are currently serving in various health centres, clinics and hospitals across 
Zambia. 
During a recent Monitoring and Evaluation visit to Northern Province, the Commission lauded the progress of 
Chengelo Nursing School based on the following takeaways:

• Increased Capacity: the school has expanded its lecture halls, significantly boosting its enrollment capacity 
to 300 students per year. This expansion addresses the growing demand for qualified nurses in the region and 
beyond.
• Strong Financial Management: has led to the school’s nearing completion of its loan repayment. The 
projection is that by April 2024, it will fully settle the outstanding K104,000, showcasing responsible financial 
management.
• Positive Impression: The school’s positive trajectory demonstrates its commitment to improving skills 
development through nursing education. Thus, contributing to Zambia’s healthcare landscape and socio-
economic development.

Figure 3 Chengelo School of Nursing in Kasama district is a proudly 
empowered by CEEC to provide high quality Registered Nursing education 
for the attainment of the Zambian community having access to quality 
health care.

Figure 4 Newly constructed lecture theater at Chengelo 
School of Nursing.

Chengelo Nursing School Impresses CEEC 
in Northern
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For updates, please follow and like our Facebook page: Citizens Economic Empowerment 
Commission (@CEECZambia)

Call CEEC Head Office on +260 953 756 468

A Leader in Inclusive  & Sustainable  Citizenry Empowerment
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